International Update

• India - ~500 CCAs, Tecnova – evaluating for future

• Mexico – ~10 CCAs, considering a firm to help determine the best business structure and to set up office

• Argentina – still on hold due to political situation
Eligibility to Vote on Board

• Currently:
  • Be a CCA
  • Be on a local board
  • Be the local board Chair or their designee
  • Cannot be a paid person (administrator/staff person)
Eligibility to Vote on Board

• Proposed from Florida - Remove the CCA requirement

• Reasoning
  • Florida believes that a state or regional Board member, regardless of whether they hold a CCA certification or not, should have the opportunity to vote on behalf of their state or region when they are attending the meeting as that state or region’s designated representative.

  • “The Florida Board is a mix of CCAs and non-CCAs and we do make every effort to send a CCA-holding Board member to the meeting – but schedules don’t always allow for a CCA to attend. We’d still like a vote which is why we’re asking for the change.”